Accessories
These hose reels are designed to mount directly to our MX Series, Tube Cart
Electric Series and Cold Water Cart Gas Series Pressure Washers. We do not
reccommend using the 100' reel on any machine weighing less than 170 lbs.
GEN D30001 50' Capacity Reel
GEN D30002 100' Capacity Reel

This swivel reel will turn 360 degrees, pull hose off in any direction. This reel is
rated up to 4000 PSI. Order correct bracket listed below for your application. Q
series and TR series do not require any bracket. SH models require universal
bracket
It is not recommended to attach a reel to any machine weighing less than two
hundred pounds.
526496.1KIT
526496.KIT

MINI SWIVEL REEL
SWIVEL REEL KIT

100' Capacity
200' Capacity

526574

UNIVERSAL REEL BRACKET
To attach a reel to any horizontal tube on a machine weighing over two
hundred pounds with a diameter of 1.5" or less.

526575

WALL MOUNT REEL BRACKET
To attach a reel to any studded wall or I beam

526576

FLOOR MOUNT REEL BRACKET
To attach a reel to floor

540097
540097.1

10" Draft Diverter
8" Draft Diverter

Draft diverters are used when installing any hot water pressure washer indoors.
They help induce air from the room creating a positive draft for ventilation.
Order proper size based on the diameter of the exhaust discharge of the
heating coil.

552500
552510

10" Blast Gate
8" Blast Gate

Blast gates are used when installing any hot water pressure indoors and in climates where outside temperatures and down drafts can cause freezing of the
coil while the machine is not in operation. It is also recomended to save on
heating costs and cut down on drafts when the machine is not in use.
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Flat Surface Cleaners are designed to attach to any pressure washer and spray the water through a
spinning spray bar to thoroughly clean floors and flat surfaces. When ordering just specify the orifice size you are
currently using in your pressure washer or the model number of the machine.
This economical 13" flat surface cleaner is a great addition to any pressure
washer and should be used on machines producing at least 3 gpm flow at 1500
psi. Injection molded plastic design with single handle and sturdy brush guard
with
dual tips. This model attaches directly to you existing wand and attaches at the
twist fast coupler. Additional gun/wand # AL200 is needed if your wand is not a 2
piece wand.
526035.(tIp size)
13" Flat Surface Cleaner without wheels
526036.(tip size)
13" Flat Surface Cleaner with wheels.
Stainless steel construction with single handle desIgn and sturdy brush guard
with
dual tips. This model attaches directly to you existing wand and attaches at the
twist fast coupler. Additional gun/wand # AL200 is needed if your wand is not a 2
piece wand.
526032.(tIp size)
12" Flat Surface Cleaner
526033.(tIp size)

21" Flat Surface Cleaner

30" ABS plastic housing affixed to a steel sub frame with front
caster wheel for maneuverability. Hands free operator valve and
double braided wire hose with quick connects attached directly to
your existing discharge hose when you remove the wand. This
model works best on machines discharging at least 4 gallons per
minute.

526028.(tIp size)

30" Flat Surface Cleaner

ACCESSORY HOSES
These pressure come with twist fast adapters to hook directly to
the hose that comes with your Cam Spray pressure washer.
527651
527650
527652
527653

20' Hose Kit
40' Hose Kit
40' Hot Water Hose Kit
50' Hose Kit
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Accessories
Sand Blast attachments combine high pressure water and sand to remove graffiti, paint, baked on grease, rust
and much more. Use dry silica sand, baking soda or washed and dried river sand.

527250

LIGHT

527300

MEDIUM

DUTY

SAND

BLASTER

Machine
use
up
to
1500
PSI
@
3.0
GPM
Comes with hose, probe and sand blast head with steel orifice.

DUTY

SAND

BLASTER

SAND

BLASTER

Machine use up to 3500 PSI @ 4.0 GPM Constructed of a bronze body,
steel orifice and a replaceable tungsten carbide tip. Comes with sand
blast head, hose and probe with twist fast adapter to couple to end of
wand.

HEAVY

509300

DUTY

Machine use up to 4000 PSI @ 10.0 GPM Constructed of an aluminum
body, hardened stainless steel tip and tungsten carbide sand nozzle.
Comes with a sand blast head, hose and probe with a twist fast adapter
to couple to end of wand.

Rotating 0 degree pattern packs a powerful punch while maintaining a 15
degree spray coverage for fast cleaning.
TS-58-2 Turbo

Tip
Use with machines up to 3000 PSI, for occasional use. Specify orifice size
needed or the model of Cam SPray machine you are using.

TS-58-5

Turbo TIp
Use with machines up to 4500 PSI, for heavy use on any machine. Specify
orifice size needed or the model of Cam Spray machine you are using.

Order a quick coupler plug # 510060.1 if your machine uses the
interchangeable tips, order a # 527700 fast plug if your machine uses the
twist fast couplers to connect the tips.
The turbo wand is a low cost alternative for the smaller machines up to 3
gallons per minute at 1500 PSI.
527208

Turbo Wand
Attaches directly to the wand after removal of your current wand-tip half.
Specify orifice size needed or the model of Cam Spray machine.

Wand extensions come complete with twist fast coupler and plug for easy hook
up to your gun and wand. Made of 1/4" plated steel and a plastic insulator to
protect hands. Good for pressures up to 4000 PSI.
527500
509925
509930
509932

24" WAND EXTENSION
36" WAND EXTENSION
79" WAND EXTENSION
8'-24' TELESCOPING WAND

Master Distributors: P.O. Box 141727 Grand Rapids, MI. 49514-1727
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Brush Attachments
Cam Spray offers brushes that attach to the wand of your pressure
washer. Styles range from reciprocating, rotating and stationary with
24 " wand extensions available for those long reach applications.

Foamer Attachment
Cam Spray offers foamer that attach to the wand of your pressure washer. When chemical is used with a foaming agent this unit will create a thick foam, applied at low pressure and will cling to surface.

Sludge Pump
This unique sludge pump is designed to be used on systems of 4 gpm or more at the
operating pressure of the machine to remove sludge from pits or any location. Works
great in removing leaves and sludge from ponds and fountains.

Chemicals
Cam Spray offers chemicals for road film removing and degreasing.
The chemicals are designed to be safe to use and user friendly.

Many more models and accessories are available in pressure washers, drain jetting equipment and water pumps. What you have seen is our best selling models and accessories. If
you have a special attachment you are looking for or special application and you are looking
to solve a problem just give us a call.
We love to find solutions to your problems. That is what we do best.
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